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Since the disk divides three sides, and is itself divided in three places, we have k + i+ m = n +6.
First suppose k = 3. Si<nce we are choosing nonconsecutive sides, J z 4, so Figure  4 , by adding edges from the disk centers to the points of tangency and the vertex of P. The construction is shown in Figure  6 . Here we have The triangulation of Figure  6 can fail in two different ways: (1) if one of the arcs of R measures more than~(a reflex arc), then R+ has a reflex vertex at which angles will measure more than 7r/2; and (2) if center c lies outside the convex hull of R, then it lies on the wrong side of one of the chords and will introduce unwanted intersections. Each of these difficulties will be handled
by adding yet another disk.
First assume R has a reflex arc on circle C3. Add another disk C*, tangent to C3 and Cl (the circle containing the arc opposite C3), such that the center of C* lies on the line joining the centers of Cl and C3.
The new disk C* -unlike any of the disks used up un- Consider one of the arcs S next to C*. We claim that the lines tangent to S at its endpoints and the mutual chord of C* and its opposite arc all meet at a single point p interior to R, as shown in Figure   8 
